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We shall here describe in summary form the conception and first find-

ings of a program of investigation into the conditions of independence
and submission to group pressure. This program is based on a series

of earlier studies conducted by the writer while a Fellow of the John

Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. The earlier experiments

and the theoretical issues which prompted them are discussed in a

forthcoming work by the writer l on social psychology.

Our immediate object was to study the social and personal condi-

tions that induce individuals to resist or to yield to group pressures when

the latter are perceived to be contrary to fact. The issues which this

problem raises are of obvious consequence for society; it can be of de-

cisive importance whether or not a group will, under certain condi-

tions, submit to existing pressures. Equally direct are the consequences
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for individuals and our understanding of them, since it is a decisive fact

about a person whether he possesses the freedom to act independently,
or whether he characteristically submits to group pressures.
The problem under investigation requires the direct observation of

certain basic processes in the interaction between individuals, and be-

tween individuals and groups. To clarify these seems necessary if we
are to make fundamental advances in the understanding of the forma-

tion and reorganization of attitudes, of the functioning of public opin-

ion, and of the operation of propaganda. Today we do not possess an

adequate theory of these central psychosocial processes. Empirical in-

vestigation has been predominantly controlled by general propositions

concerning group influence which have as a rule been assumed but not

tested. With few exceptions investigation has relied upon descriptive
formulations concerning the operation of suggestion and prestige, the

inadequacy of which is becoming increasingly obvious, and upon sche-

matic applications of stimulus-response theory.
The bibliography lists articles representative of the current theoreti-

cal and empirical situation. Basic to the current approach has been the

axiom that group pressures characteristically induce psychological

changes arbitrarily, in far-reaching disregard of the material properties
of the given conditions. This mode of thinking has almost exclusively

stressed the slavish submission of individuals to group forces, has neg-
lected to inquire into their possibilities for independence and for pro-
ductive relations with the human environment, and has virtually denied

the capacity of men under certain conditions to rise above group pas-

sion and prejudice. It was our aim to contribute to a clarification of

these questions, important both for theory and for their human impli-

cations, by means of direct observation of the effects of groups upon the

decisions and evaluations of individuals.

THE EXPERIMENT AND FIRST RESULTS

To this end we developed an experimental technique which has served

as the basis for the present series of studies. We employed the procedure
of placing an individual in a relation of radical conflict with all the

other members of a group, of measuring its effect upon him in quanti-

tative terms, and of describing its psychological consequences. A group
of eight individuals was instructed to judge a series of simple, clearly

structured perceptual relations to match the length of a given line
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with one of three unequal lines. Each member of the group announced

his judgments publicly. In the midst of this monotonous "test" one in-

dividual found himself suddenly contradicted by the entire group, and

this contradiction was repeated again and again in the course of the

experiment. The group in question had, with the exception of one mem-

ber, previously met with the experimenter and received instructions to

respond at certain points with wrong and unanimous judgments.

The errors of the majority were large (ranging between % in. and 1%
in. ) and of an order not encountered under control conditions. The out-

standing person the critical subject whom we had placed in the

position of a minority of one in the midst of a unanimous majority

was the object of investigation. He faced, possibly for the first time in

his life, a situation in which a group unanimously contradicted the evi-

dence of his senses.

This procedure was the starting point of the investigation and the

point of departure for the study of further problems. Its main features

were the following: ( 1 ) The critical subject was submitted to two con-

tradictory and irreconcilable forces the evidence of his own experi-

ence of an utterly clear perceptual fact and the unanimous evidence of

a group of equals. (2) Both forces were part of the immediate situa-

tion; the majority was concretely present, surrounding the subject phys-

ically. (3) The critical subject, who was requested together with all

others to state his judgments publicly, was obliged to declare himself

and to take a definite stand vis-a-vis the group. (4) The situation pos-
sessed a self-contained character. The critical subject could not avoid

or evade the dilemma by reference to conditions external to the experi-
mental situation. (It may be mentioned at this point that the forces

generated by the given conditions acted so quickly upon the critical

subjects that instances of suspicion were rare.)

The technique employed permitted a simple quantitative measure

of the "majority effect" in terms of the frequency of errors in the direc-

tion of the distorted estimates of the majority. At the same time we were

concerned from the start to obtain evidence of the ways in which the

subjects perceived the group, to establish whether they became doubt-

ful, whether they were tempted to join the majority. Most important,
it was our object to establish the grounds of the subject's independence
or yielding whether, for example, the yielding subject was aware of

the effect of the majority upon him, whether he abandoned his judgment
deliberately or compulsively. To this end we constructed a compre-
hensive set of questions which served as the basis of an individual in-
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terview immediately following the experimental period. Toward the

conclusion of the interview each subject was informed fully of the

purpose of the experiment, of his role and of that of the majority. The
reactions to the disclosure of the purpose of the experiment became

in fact an integral part of the procedure. We may state here that the

information derived from the interview became an indispensable source

of evidence and insight into the psychological structure of the experi-

mental situation, and in particular, of the nature of the individual dif-

ferences. Also, it is not justified or advisable to allow the subject to

leave without giving him a full explanation of the experimental condi-

tions. The experimenter has a responsibility to the subject to clarify

his doubts and to state the reasons for placing him in the experimental
situation. When this is done most subjects react with interest and many

TABLE 1

LENGTHS OF STANDARD AND COMPARISON LINES

* Starred figures designate the erroneous estimates by the majority.
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express gratification at having lived through a striking situation which

has some bearing on wider human issues.

Both the members of the majority and the critical subjects were male

college students. We shall report the results for a total of fifty critical

subjects in this experiment. In Table 1 we summarize the successive

comparison trials and the majority estimates.

The quantitative results are clear and unambiguous.
1. There was a marked movement toward the majority. One-third

of all the estimates in the critical group were errors identical with or in

the direction of the distorted estimates of the majority. The significance

of this finding becomes clear in the light of the virtual absence of errors

in control groups, the members of which recorded their estimates in

writing. The relevant data of the critical and control groups are sum-

marized in Table 2.

2. At the same time the effect of the majority was far from complete.

TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS IN EXPERIMENTAL AND
CONTROL GROUPS

* All errors in the critical group were in the direction of the majority
estimates.
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The preponderance of estimates in the critical group (68 per cent) was

correct despite the pressure of the majority.

3. We found evidence of extreme individual differences. There were

in the critical group subjects who remained independent without ex-

ception, and there were those who went nearly all the time with the

majority. (The maximum possible number of errors was 12, while the

actual range of errors was 0-11.) One-fourth of the critical subjects

was completely independent; at the other extreme, one-third of the

group displaced the estimates toward the majority in one-half or more

of the trials.

The differences between the critical subjects in their reactions to the

given conditions were equally striking. There were subjects who re-

mained completely confident throughout. At the other extreme were

those who became disoriented, doubt-ridden, and experienced a power-
ful impulse not to appear different from the majority.

For purposes of illustration we include a brief description of one

independent and one yielding subject.

Independent. After a few trials he appeared puzzled, hesitant. He
announced all disagreeing answers in the form of "Three, sir; two, sir";

not so with the unanimous answers. At trial 4 he answered immediately
after the first member of the group, shook his head, blinked, and whis-

pered to his neighbor: "Can't help it, that's one." His later answers

came in a whispered voice, accompanied by a deprecating smile. At

one point he grinned embarrassedly, and whispered explosively to his

neighbor: "I always disagree darn it!" During the questioning, this

subject's constant refrain was: "I called them as I saw them, sir." He
insisted that his estimates were right without, however, committing
himself as to whether the others were wrong, remarking that "that's the

way I see them and that's the way they see them." If he had to make a

practical decision under similar circumstances, he declared, "I would

follow my own view, though part of my reason would tell me that I

might be wrong." Immediately following the experiment the majority

engaged this subject in a brief discussion. When they pressed him to

say whether the entire group was wrong and he alone right, he turned

upon them defiantly, exclaiming: "You're probably right, but you may
be wrong!" To the disclosure of the experiment this subject reacted

with the statement that he felt "exultant and relieved," adding, "I do

not deny that at times I had the feeling: 'to heck with it, I'll go along

with the rest.'
"

Yielding This subiect went with the maioritv in 11 out of 12 trials.
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He appeared nervous and somewhat confused, but he did not attempt to

evade discussion; on the contrary, he was helpful and tried to answer to

the best of his ability. He opened the discussion with the statement:

"If Td been the first I probably would have responded differently"; this

was his way of stating that he had adopted the majority estimates. The

primary factor in his case was loss of confidence. He perceived the

majority as a decided group, acting without hesitation: "If they had

been doubtful I probably would have changed, but they answered with

such confidence/' Certain of his errors, he explained, were due to the

doubtful nature of the comparisons; in such instances he went with the

majority. When the object of the experiment was explained, the subject

volunteered: "I suspected about the middle but tried to push it out

of my mind." It is of interest that his suspicion was not able to restore

his confidence and diminish the power of the majority. Equally striking

is his report that he assumed the experiment to involve an "illusion"

to which the others, but not he, were subject. This assumption too did

not help to free him; on the contrary, he acted as if his divergence from

the majority was a sign of defect. The principal impression this subject

produced was of one so caught up by immediate difficulties that he lost

clear reasons for his actions, and could make no reasonable decisions.

A FIRST ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

On the basis of the interview data described earlier, we undertook to

differentiate and describe the major forms of reaction to the experi-
mental situation, which we shall now briefly summarize.

Among the independent subjects we distinguished the following
main categories:
L Independence based on confidence in one's perception and ex-

perience. The most striking characteristic of these subjects is the vigor
with which they withstand the group opposition. Though they are sen-

sitive to the group and experience the conflict, they show a resilience in

coping with it, which is expressed in their continuing reliance on their

perception and the effectiveness with which they shake off the oppres-
sive group opposition.

2. Quite different are those subjects who are independent and with-

drawn. These do not react in a spontaneously emotional way, but rather

on the basis of explicit principles concerning the necessity of being an
individual.

3. A third group of independent subjects manifest considerable ten-
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sion and doubt, but adhere to their judgments on the basis of a felt

necessity to deal adequately with the task.

The following were the main categories of reaction among the yield-

ing subjects, or those who went with the majority during one-half or

more of the trials.

/. Distortion of perception under the stress of group pressure. In

this category belong a very few subjects who yield completely, but are

not aware that their estimates have been displaced or distorted by the

majority. These subjects report that they came to perceive the majority
estimates as correct.

2. Distortion of judgment. Most submitting subjects belong to this

category. The factor of greatest importance in this group is a decision

the subjects reach that their perceptions are inaccurate, and that those

of the majority are correct. These subjects suffer from primary doubt

and lack of confidence; on this basis they feel a strong tendency to join
the majority.

3. Distortion of action. The subjects in this group do not suffer a

modification of perception nor do they conclude that they are wrong.

They yield because of an overmastering need not to appear different

from or inferior to others, because of an inability to tolerate the appear-
ance of defectiveness in the eyes of the group. These subjects suppress
their observations and voice the majority position with awareness of

what they are doing.
The results are sufficient to establish that independence and yielding

are not psychologically homogeneous, that submission to group pres-

sure (and freedom from pressure) can be the result of different psy-

chological conditions. It should also be noted that the categories de-

scribed above, being based exclusively on the subjects' reactions to the

experimental conditions, are descriptive, not presuming to explain why
a given individual responded in one way rather than another. The
further exploration of the basis for the individual differences is a sepa-
rate task upon which we are now at work.

EXPERIMENTAL VARIATIONS

The results described are clearly a joint function of two broadly differ-

ent sets of conditions. They are determined first by the specific external

conditions, by the particular character of the relation between social

evidence and one's own experience. Second, the presence of pro-
nounced individual differences points to the important role of personal
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factors, of factors connected with the individual's character structure.

We reasoned that there are group conditions which would produce

independence in all subjects, and that there probably are group condi-

tions which would induce intensified yielding in many, though not in

all. Accordingly we followed the procedure of experimental variation,

systematically altering the quality of social evidence by means of sys-

tematic variation of group conditions. Secondly, we deemed it reason-

able to assume that behavior under the experimental social pressure is

significantly related to certain basic, relatively permanent characteris-

tics of the individual. The investigation has moved in both of these di-

rections. Because the study of the character qualities which may be

functionally connected with independence and yielding is still in prog-

ress, we shall limit the present account to a sketch of the representative

experimental variations,

The Effect of Non-unanimous Majorities

Evidence obtained from the basic experiment suggested that the con-

dition of being exposed alone to the opposition of a "compact major-

ity" may have played a decisive role in determining the course and

strength of the effects observed. Accordingly we undertook to investi-

gate in a series of successive variations the effects of non-unanimous

majorities. The technical problem of altering the uniformity of a major-

ity is, in terms of our procedure, relatively simple. In most instances

we merely directed one or more members of the instructed group to

deviate from the majority in prescribed ways. It is obvious that we can-

not hope to compare the performance of the same individual in two

situations on the assumption that they remain independent of one an-

other. At best we can investigate the effect of an earlier upon a later

experimental condition. The comparison of different experimental sit-

uations therefore requires the use of different but comparable groups
of critical subjects. This is the procedure we have followed. In the

variations to be described we have maintained the conditions of the

basic experiment (e.g., the sex of the subjects, the size of the majority,
the content of the task, and so on) save for the specific factor that was
varied. The following were some of the variations we studied:

1 . The presence of a "true partner." ( a) In the midst of the majority
were two naive, critical subjects. The subjects were separated spatially,

being seated in the fourth and eighth positions, respectively. Each
therefore heard his judgment confirmed by one other person (provided
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the other person remained independent) ,
one prior to, the other subse-

quently to announcing his own judgment. In addition, each experienced
a break in the unanimity of the majority. There were six pairs of critical

subjects, (b) In a further variation the "partner" to the critical subject
was a member of the group who had been instructed to respond cor-

rectly throughout. This procedure permits the exact control of the

partner's responses. The partner was always seated in the fourth po-

sition; he therefore announced his estimates in each case before the

critical subject.

The results clearly demonstrate that a disturbance of the unanimity
of the majority markedly increased the independence of the critical sub-

jects. The frequency of pro-majority errors dropped to 10.4 per cent

of the total number of estimates in variation (a), and to 5.5 per cent in

variation (b). These results are to be compared with the frequency of

yielding to the unanimous majorities in the basic experiment, which

was 32 per cent of the total number of estimates. It is clear that the

presence in the field of one other individual who responded correctly

was sufficient to deplete the power of the majority, and in some cases

to destroy it. This finding is all the more striking in the light of other

variations which demonstrate the effect of even small minorities pro-
vided they are unanimous. Indeed, we have been able to show that a

unanimous majority of three is, under the given conditions, far more
effective than a majority of eight containing one dissenter. That critical

subjects will under these conditions free themselves of a majority of

seven and join forces with one other person in the minority is, we be-

lieve, a result significant for theory. It points to a fundamental psycho-

logical difference between the condition of being alone and having a

minimum of human support. It further demonstrates that the effects

obtained are not the result of a summation of influences proceeding
from each member of the group; it is necessary to conceive the results

as being relationally determined.

2. Withdrawal of a "true partner." What will be the effect of pro-

viding the critical subject with a partner who responds correctly and

then withdrawing him? The critical subject started with a partner who

responded correctly. The partner was a member of the majority who
had been instructed to respond correctly and to "desert" to the majority
in the middle of the experiment. This procedure permits the observa-

tion of the same subject in the course of transition from one condition

to another. The withdrawal of the partner produced a powerful and

unexpected result. We had assumed that the critical subject, having
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gone through the experience of opposing the majority with a minimum
of support, would maintain bis independence when alone. Contrary to

this expectation, we found that the experience of having had and then

lost a partner restored the majority effect to its full force, the proportion
of errors rising to 28.5 per cent of all judgments, in contrast to the pre-

ceding level of 5.5 per cent. Further experimentation is needed to estab-

lish whether the critical subjects were responding to the sheer fact of

being alone, or to the fact that the partner abandoned them.

3. Late arrival of a "true partner" The critical subject started as a

minority of one in the midst of a unanimous majority. Toward the con-

clusion of the experiment one member of the majority "broke" away
and began announcing correct estimates. This procedure, which re-

verses the order of conditions of the preceding experiment, permits the

observation of the transition from being alone to being a member of a

pair against a majority. It is obvious that those critical subjects who
were independent when alone would continue to be so when joined by
another partner. The variation is therefore of significance primarily for

those subjects who yielded during the first phase of the experiment. The

appearance of the late partner exerts a freeing effect, reducing the level

to 8.7 per cent. Those who had previously yielded also became mark-

edly more independent, but not completely so, continuing to yield more
than previously independent subjects. The reports of the subjects do
not cast much light on the factors responsible for the result. It is our

impression that having once committed himself to yielding, the indi-

vidual finds it difficult and painful to change his direction. To do so is

tantamount to a public admission that he has not acted rightly. He
therefore follows the precarious course he has already chosen in order
to maintain an outward semblance of consistency and conviction.

4. The presence of a "compromise partner'
9 The majority was con-

sistently extremist, always matching the standard with the most un-

equal line. One instructed subject (who, as in the other variations, pre-
ceded the critical subject) also responded incorrectly, but his estimates
were always intermediate between the truth and the majority position.
The critical subject therefore faced an extremist majority whose una-

nimity was broken by one more moderately erring person. Under these
conditions the frequency of errors was reduced but not

significantly.
However, the lack of unanimity determined in a strikingly consistent

way the direction of the errors. The preponderance of the errors, 75.7

per cent of the total, was moderate, whereas in a parallel experiment
in which the majority was unanimously extremist (i.e., with the "com-
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promise" partner excluded), the incidence of moderate errors was re-

duced to 42 per cent of the total. As might be expected, in a unani-

mously moderate majority, the errors of the critical subjects were

without exception moderate.

The Role of Majority Size

To gain further understanding of the majority effect, we varied the

size of the majority in several different variations. The majorities, which

were in each case unanimous, consisted of 16, 8, 4, 3, and 2 persons,

respectively. In addition, we studied the limiting case in which the

critical subject was opposed by one instructed subject. Table 3 con-

tains the means and the range of errors under each condition.

TABLE 3

ERRORS OF CRITICAL SUBJECTS WITH UNANIMOUS MAJORITIES

OF DIFFERENT SIZE

With the opposition reduced to one, the majority effect all but dis-

appeared. When the opposition proceeded from a group of two, it

produced a measurable though small distortion, the errors being 12.8

per cent of the total number of estimates. The effect appeared in full

force with a majority of three. Larger majorities of four, eight, and

sixteen did not produce effects greater than a majority of three.

The effect of a majority is often silent, revealing little of its operation
to the subject, and often hiding it from the experimenter. To examine

the range of effects it is capable of inducing, decisive variations of

conditions are necessary. An indication of one effect is furnished by
the following variation, in which the conditions of the basic experiment
were simply reversed. Here the majority, consisting of a group of six-

teen, was naive; in the midst of it we placed a single individual who

responded wrongly according to instructions. Under these conditions
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the members of the naive majority reacted to the lone dissenter with

amusement and disdain. Contagious laughter spread through the group
at the droll minority of one. Of significance is the fact that the members

lack awareness that they draw their strength from the majority, and

that their reactions would change radically if they faced the dissenter

individually. In fact, the attitude of derision in the majority turns to

seriousness and increased respect as soon as the minority is increased

to three. These observations demonstrate the role of social support as a

source of power and stability, in contrast to the preceding investigations

which stressed the effects of withdrawal of social support, or to be more

exact, the effects of social opposition. Both aspects must be explicitly

considered in a unified formulation of the effects of group conditions

on the formation and change of judgments.

The Role of the Stimulus Situation

It is obviously not possible to divorce the quality and course of the

group forces which act upon the individual from the specific stimulus

conditions. Of necessity the structure of the situation molds the group
forces and determines their direction as well as their strength. Indeed,

this was the reason that we took pains in the investigations described

above to center the issue between the individual and the group around

an elementary and fundamental matter of fact. And there can be no

doubt that the resulting reactions were directly a function of the contra-

diction between the objectively grasped relations and the majority

position.

These general considerations are sufficient to establish the need of

varying the stimulus conditions and of observing their effect on the

resulting group forces. We are at present conducting a series of investi-

gations in which certain aspects of the stimulus situation are systemati-

cally altered.

One of the dimensions we are examining is the magnitude of dis-

crepancies above the threshold. Our technique permits an easy varia-

tion of this factor, since we can increase or decrease at will the devia-

tion of the majority from the given objective conditions. Hitherto we
have studied the effect of a relatively moderate range of discrepancies.
Within the limits of our procedure we find that different magnitudes of

discrepancy produce approximately the same amount of yielding. How-
ever, the quality of yielding alters: as the majority becomes more
extreme, there occurs a significant increase in the frequency of "com-
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promise" errors. Further experiments are planned in which the dis-

crepancies in question will be extremely large and small.

We have also varied systematically die structural clarity of the task,

including in separate variations judgments based on mental standards.

In agreement with other investigators, we find that the majority effect

grows stronger as the situation diminishes in clarity. Concurrently,

however, the disturbance of the subjects and the conflict quality of the

situation decrease markedly. We consider it of significance that the ma-

jority achieves its most pronounced effect when it acts most painlessly.

SUMMARY

We have investigated the effects upon individuals of majority opinions
when the latter were seen to be in a direction contrary to fact. By means

of a simple technique we produced a radical divergence between a ma-

jority and a minority, and observed the ways in which individuals

coped with the resulting difficulty. Despite the stress of the given con-

ditions, a substantial proportion of individuals retained their independ-
ence throughout. At the same time a substantial minority yielded, mod-

ifying their judgments in accordance with the majority. Independence
and yielding are a joint function of the following major factors: (1)

The character of the stimulus situation. Variations in structural clarity

have a decisive effect: with diminishing clarity of the stimulus condi-

tions the majority effect increases. (2) The character of the group
forces. Individuals are highly sensitive to the structural qualities of

group opposition. In particular, we demonstrated the great importance
of the factor of unanimity. Also, the majority effect is a function of the

size of group opposition. (3) The character of the individual. There

were wide, and indeed, striking differences among individuals within

the same experimental situation. The hypothesis was proposed that

these are functionally dependent on relatively enduring character dif-

ferences, in particular those pertaining to the person's social relations.
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